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Not long ago, the Act 153 of 8 May 2020, amending 2006 Act 22
that regulates Government Procurement in Panama, was enacted.
There were several aspects that were modified.
 
In this article we will only refer to the reform that causes
confusion regarding a “claim action” that exists in the
Government Procurement Process.
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DEFINITION OF A CLAIM ACTION (“ACCIÓN DE RECLAMO”):

In the Panamanian system of Government Procurement, it is a
petition that individuals or corporations can bring up against
any action, arbitrary acts or illegal omissions that occur
during the selection process of contractors and before it is
adjudicated or declared void by means of a ruling or if the
proposals are refused. This administrative order request must
be filed before the General Directorate of Public Contracts
(DGCP).

Pointing out the issue and its
clarification:

After the reform, would it be
necessary in every case to file a bond
in order to have the right to file a
claim action?
 
Before the recent legal reform, claim
actions were filed without the need of
filing a bond, but the reform
introduced to the glossary found in
Section 2, No. 57, the following
definition:

“A Claim Action Bond. Guarantee
that must be attached to a claim
action with the objective to protect
the satisfaction of damages and
prejudices that might arise to
public interest.”



A claim action will be filed by any interested person before
the opening proposal act or the proposers after the
proposals have been presented.

When there is a need to present a claim action bond, this
will be 10% of the referential price and in case of process
for a “Convenio Marco”, there must be a fixed amount in the
public document regulating the process no less than
US$500,000.00. The DGCP will be the custodian of the bonds.

In Section 116-A there is another definition of the claim
action, which is more rigid. This definition specifies that “it
will be applied from the second verification report that the
Commission issues by command from the General
Directorate of Public Contracts.”

According to the rigid definition (and it is also confirmed in
Section 143), the bond only applies in the case that the 

The language of this definition is wide, and it seems to indicate
that every claim action require to file a bond. Nonetheless, the
subsequent regulation, introduced by the same reform, enables
us to reach to a different conclusion.
 
Indeed, we can find Sections 116-A and 143 further into it, which
in summary, leaves the situation like this:
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claim is filed against the report of the Verifying or
Assessment Commission a second time. This implies that the
first action does not require a bond. If the DGCP orders a
change to the Commission and, the Commission does not
follow the order correctly, then the claimant can file a new
claim action and it must be presented with a bond.
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According to the above, claim actions are not meant to be
presented with bonds neither when the claim action is filed
by the interested parties against the public document
regulating the process, nor any other claim action different
from the second time that a commission report is disputed
and whose corrections was ordered by the DGCP.



The origin of the first confusion
relies on the fact that the
Legislator fell into a redaction
mistake in the Reforming Act,
which is why there is an original
wide definition that covered the
claim action bond and then, in
the same Act, there is a new
strict definition of the term.
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This confusion is not solved by choosing the definition that
works the best for you. In fact, only one of these definitions is
valid and our juridical system has a solution for this sort of
interpretation problems. We need to rely on a rule included in the
Civil Code, which states that in the case that within an Act there
are rules that are incompatible among them, the special rule
would have preference and, if both are equally special, then the
rule appearing later in the Act will have the preference.
 
In this case, in our opinion, both rules are equally special, which
according to the idea explained above, favours the rule appearing
later. In other words, will apply the definition included in Section
116-A of the Government Procurement Act, as amended, in which
the bond will only “apply from the second verification report
that the Commission issues by command from the General
Directorate of Public Contracts”

Hypothetical Examples

Let us suppose that in a Public Bidding Process, the Verifying
Commission determines that a proponent, according to the
presented documentation, has an experience of 3 years in the
proper market for which it is trying to be hired. Said proponent



does not agree and files a claim
action before the DGCP asking them
to order the Commission to
further analyse the presented
documentation that they did not
regard and that allegedly would
allow them to reach to the
conclusion that the proponent has
5 years of experience.
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In the claim action stated above the proponent does not have to
file a bond, unless the DGCP orders the Commission to revise the
documentations once again, and it is complied with, but the new
report indicates that the unsatisfied proponent has 4 years of
experience. Said unsatisfied proponent can file another claim
insisting that they recognize 5 years of experience. In said case, it
would be necessary to file a bond because it involves a second
claim action.
 
On the other hand, if an interested party in a Public Bidding
process whose regulating document has already been made
public, but said person regards that regulation is biased for a
brand that a provider in special can offer, if it acts within the
legal frame, they can present a claim action before the DGCP
without the need of filing a bond.

Another example would be a case where a previous meeting was
called upon, which is public and can participate every interested
party. It turns out that the Public Entity conducted the meeting
with closed doors and they only allowed the entrance of some
interested parties. Then, an interested party tries to get into the
meeting and the security personnel does not allow it. There are
several witnesses and a security film that proof the fact.  An Act



like this would be arbitrary and, because it happened before the
presentation of proposals and the adjudication, then the
interested party can file a claim before the DGCP.
 
In this last case, the claim action does not require a bond
because they do not have as a goal a second assessment issues
by the Verifying Commission under the DGCP’s orders.
 
It is worthy to add that, as a final commentary, the reform
seems to forbid that several claim actions be presented, which
is why Section 143 establishes that the claim action must
“contain every aspect or fact that they wish to settle on behalf
of the petitioner.” The meaning of this phrase deserves to be
clarified by a regulation or by Administrative application.
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